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1. Introduction.
B. Y. Chen

and T. Nagano

in Riemannian

symmetric

Fact

Spheres

1.1.

irreducible symmetric
In this paper

we

reductive homogeneous
Riemannian

symmetric

[2] investigated the totally geodesic submanifolds

spaces, and as one of theirresults,the following holds.
and

hyperbolic spaces are the only simply

shall study totally geodesic submanifolds
spaces which

are known

in the naturally

as a natural generalization of

spaces.

At first,in a naturally reductive space (M,

g), we

express a necessary

sufficientcondition of the existence of a totally geodesic
language

connected,

spaces admitting a totallygeodesic hyper surface.

submanifolds

of the Lie algebra of a Lie group of isometries of M

and

in the

(Theorem

3.2),

which generalizes the notion of the Lie triplesystem due to E. Cartan.
Next, as an application of that,by making
Vanhecke

[5, 6], we

reductive spaces

shall prove

of dimension

use of the results in Kowalski

that simply

n (n ‑

connected,

The

irreducible naturally

3, 4, 5) admitting a

hypersurface are spheres and hyperbolic spaces (Theorem
author would like to thank R. Takagi

and

totally geodesic

4.1).

and K. Tsukada

for their kind

suggestions.

2. Totally
Let (M,

geodesic

(M, g). Let p be a point of M
Pu denotes

submanifolds

g) be a Riemannian

the

of Riemaneian

manifold and

V

and u a vector in the tangent space

parallel transport

with

yu(t) = Expp(tu) from p to yM(l), where

respect

Exp

to

V

TpM

along

denotes the Riemannian

map. Let R be the curvature tensor defined by
R(X,Y) = V^Y]‑[VX,VY],
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spaces.

the Levi‑Civita connection
to M

the

of

at p.

geodesic

exponential
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where

X and Y are vector fields on M.

Then

the following formulas are well‑known.

(2.1)

R(X, Y,Z, W) = ‑R(X, Y, W, Z) = R(Z, W, X, Y)

(2.2)

R(X,Y)Z

+ R(Y,Z)X

for vector fields X, F, Z and W. Here

+ R(Z,X)Y

R(X,Y,Z,W)

Define a (l,3)‑tensor Ru(t) on TpM

the following theorem

is known

(W

e 7pM).

with respect to the existence of a totally

geodesic submanifold. (see Cartan [1] and Hermann
THEOREM

= g(R(X,Y)Z,W).

as follows:

Ru(t)(x,y)z = Ptu°^(0(^W,^(j))^(z)
Then

= O,

2.1. Let V be a subspace of TpM.

[3].)
Then

the following conditions

are equivalent.
(a) There existsa totally geodesic submanifold tangent to Vat
(b) There

is a positive number

￡ such that for each

pG M.

te(―￡,￡)and

each

te (‑￡,￡)and

each

u e V{＼u＼
= 1), thefollowing is satisfied:
(2.3)

Ru{t){V,V)V<zV

(cj There

is a positive number

￡ such that for each

u e V(＼u＼
= 1), the following is satisfied;
ru(t)(V,V)<zV,

(2.4)

where

ru(t)(x,y)= Ru(t)(u,x)y.

In particular,if condition (a) is satisfied,the following holds

R(V,V)VczV.

(2.5)

3. Naturally
Let (M,

reductive

g) = GIH

spaces.

be a naturally reductive homogeneous

exists an Ad(ii/)‑invariant decomposition
groupG

space. Then

of the Lie algebra

g

there
of Lie

(l> is the Lie algebra of H.) such that

(3.1)
where

g = b+p

([x,y]9,z) + (y,[x,z]9) = 0 Ocy.zep)
(,)denotes

the induced

canonical identification p = T
invariant

scalar product on p from the metric g by using the
M(po

= {H}). Since g is G‑invariant, (, )is Ad(H)‑

183
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As is well‑known,

the geodesic

yx(xep)

with yx(0) = po,y' (0) = x and the

curvature tensor Ro at po are given by
(3.2)

7,(0

= T(exptx)(po)

= [[y,z＼,(o]

Ro(y,z)a>

+ x[[;y,z]p,≪]p

(3.3)
1
4

where

exp

and

transformation
According
associated

t(h)

of G/H

[y,[z,coU,+

denote

the

induced

to Nomizu

by

[7],

^lz,[y,w＼＼

Lie

h&G,

the

map

of

G

and

the

left

respectively.

connection

function

Alpxp―>p

which

is

to V is given by

(3.4)

AW(v)

= ‑^U,y＼ (x,yep).

A(jc) for simplicity. Moreover,

From now on, we put (p

e Vx

=1
;=0

By

exponential

(y,z,Q)Gp)

(3.1),

a

linear

map

(px

is

(zlV
/!

we put

vJ

skew‑symmetric.

Therefore

a

mapping

e Vx :(p,<, ≫ ―≫
(p,<, ≫ is an isometry.

By using (3.4), we shallprove the following lemma.
Lemma
is given

3.1. The parallel vector field Y(t) along

yx such that Y(0)

by
y(O = T(exptt)+(*‑*'(30).

Proof.

From

(3.4), we
V

have

,^ t(exptx)^(z)

= r(exptx)^((px(z))

(z e p)

^
Then

we

have
V

, Y{t)

oo) + T(tx^tx)^((pxoe <Plx{y))

= T(zxptx)^j‑e^
= T(exp tx)

= 0
This prove the lemma.

□

(‑
(/

1

1)!

/=o

II

y(ep)
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Now, from (3.3) and lemma

3.1,theorem 2.1 can be writtenin terms of the

bracketoperation.
THEOREM

3.2.

Let (M, g) = G/H be a naturallyreductive homogeneous

space and V a subspace of p. Then there existsa totallygeodesic submanifold
tangent to V at p ifand only iffor any x eV, thefollowing is satisfied.
K(x,e‑<pUV))e

(3.5)

Proof.

<pUV＼

r‑ <,‑9,,*r,

For x,y,zeV(＼x＼
= l),Ee VL and re(‑￡,￡),wehave from lemma

3.1,
(3.6)

(rx(t)(y,z),Z)

= (Plx‑1 o R(Ptx(x),Ptx(y))Ptx(z),￡>
= g (Tiexptx^R^e‑**

{y))e

9' (z),T(exp ≫),(*‑≫≫(￡)))

= (Ro{x,e‑<p"(y))e‑^{z),e‑^^))
Put

/(/) = (Ro{x,e‑^{y))e‑^{z),e‑^{^)).
If condition

and

(c) in theorem

obviously

analyticity

2.1 is satisfied, then

tf(t) = O. Since

e'^" is isometry,

/(?) = 0 on (‑￡,￡) from
(3.5)

is derived

from

(3.6),

the real

off.

Conversely,

we

suppose

that (3.5) is satisfied. Then

we

have

tf(t) = 0 for all

of/at

t = 0, we

teR.
Therefore

if t±0,

fit) = 0 for all t gR.
We

have

thus proved

REMARK

3.3.

then
Hence

we

get fit) = 0. By

from

the theorem.
Using

(3.6), condition

continuity

obtain

(c) holds.

□

the same

method

as in the above

proof, from

(2.3)

we

have

Ro(e‑*'(V),e‑9'(V))e‑*<(V) c e

(3.7)

for any xeV.

^(V)

Then (3.7) is equivalent to(3.5) since condition (b) is equivalent to

condition (c).
Remark

3.4. If [p,p] c & (then G/H is a locally symmetric

space), then (3.5)

(or (3.7)) turns into the relation
[V,[V,V]]cV,
i.e. V

is a Lie

triple system. In

this sense it can

be said that (3.5) is a

generalization of the notion of the Lie triple system in Riemannian

symmetric

spaces due to E. Cartan.

We

say that V1 satisfiescondition (T ‑ G) if there exists a totallygeodesic
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submanifold

tangent to V at po.

Proposition

3.5. Suppose

satisfy condition (T

‑

G).

V1 satisfiescondition (T ‑ G). Then
Moreover,

for

each

xeV,

AdfH^V1)

a subspace

e

<p"(V

L)

satisfiescondition (T ‑ G).
Proof.

Considering

the isotropy representation,

the first part

of

the

proposition is obvious.
Now,

we shall prove the second part. Let S be a totally geodesic submanifold

tangent to Vat

po. According

of a real analytic complete
one. Then

we assume

to Hermann
Riemannian

manifold

can be extended

to complete

S is complete.

For each x e V, a vector space
space to S at f(exp x)(po). Hence
tangent to e

[3], any totally geodesic submanifold

z(expx)^(e

Vx(V)) coincides with the tangent

T(exp‑.*)(S) is a totally geodesic submanifold

9u(V). This proves the second part and completes

the proof of the

proposition. □

4. Totally

geodesic

fayperserfaces.

In this section we shall prove the following theorem.
THEOREM

4.1.

Let (M, g) = G/H

reductive homogeneous

be a simply connected, irreduciblenaturally

space of dimension

n (n = 3, 4, 5). // M

admits a totally

geodesic hyper surface, then (M, g) is either sphere or hyperbolic space.
From
symmetric
Fact

fact 1.1 and the following, we only consider the case that (M,

g) is not

and n = 3 or 5.
4.2. (O.

Kowalski

and

L. Vanhecke

[5]) Let (M,

g) be a simply

connected, irreducible naturally reductive space of dimension four. Then (M,

g)

is symmetric.
Let G/H

be a m‑dimensional

(m

> 2) naturally reductive space. Let V be a

hyperplane of p and v e p a unit vector normal
Throughout
From

this section we assume

(2.1) and (2.5), for each x eV

to V.

that v satisfiescondition (T ‑ G).

there is a number

A such that

Ro(x,v)x = Av
Lemma

4.3.
Ro(x,<px'(v))x= fapj(v)

Proof.

By theorem

3.2, for all teR

(I = 0,1,2,･･･)

we get

<lt(tt,*‑^(V))e‑fc (**),*‑*･(v)> = 0

Koji TOJO
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Therefore we obtain

(Ro(tx,e‑<p≪(V))tx,e‑(p≪(v))

=

O

By continuity, we get
<^(jt,*‑*‑(v))jt,<r*"(V)> = 0
for all t e R. Hence

we have
R,{x,e‑^{v))x
X{t) = {RQ{x,e

= X{t)e‑^{y)
^ (V))x,e‑^ {V)).

On the other hand, the eigenvalues of R0(x,‑)x do not depend on t.Then

we obtain

A(r) = A(=A(0)).
From

this,the lemma

Now

is easily derived. □

we shall prove theorem

The case dimM

4.1.

= 3.

Let {epe2,e3} be an orthonormal basis of p such that V = {e,,e2}. From
there is a number
(4.1)

(3.1),

c such that the following relation is satisfied.
[e[te2] =ce3,[e2,e3]p =cel,[e3,ei＼ =ce2

By (2.5), we have

Ro0,,e3)ex= Ae3,R0(e2,e3)e2= fie3
for some A and fx.By fact 1.1,we suppose c^Q. From lemma

4.3 and (4.1), we

get
Ro(e,,e2)el=Xe2,R0 (e2,e,)e2= ^,.
Hence we have X = ji,and then forany a,b e J?(a2+ &2 = 1),we obtain
Ro{aex+ be2,bei‑ae2)(ae{ +be2) = X{bex‑ae2).
Therefore, also by lemma
(4.2)

From

4.3,we have

Ro (ael + be2, e,)(ae} +be2)

(2.1) and (2.5), we get
Ro(e{,e2)e3=O.

Therefore by (2.2), we obtain

= Ae3
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Ro(el,e3)e2=Ro(e2,e3)el.

By (4.3), we have
Rq (ae] + be2, e3 )(ael + be2) = Xe3 + labR^ (e,, e3)e2
Therefore

it follows

from

(4.2) and (4.3) that
Ro(el,e3)e2=Ro(e2,e3)e,

In this case (M,

g) has constant

The

= 5.

case

dimM

sectional

Let {ev‑‑‑,es} be an orthonormal
Define

linear

mappings

=0.

curvature

A.

basis of p.

Atj(i * j,i,j = l,‑‑,4)

associated

to{6'1,‑",e5}as

follows:
Aij(e,) = ej, Ay(e}) = ‑et, Atj(ek) = Q(k*
Let

f

be

the

holonomy

algebra,

i.e.

f

is

a

/,j).

Lie

algebra

generated

by

ad([x,y＼)(x,yep).
The

following

LEMMA

two lemmas

4.4.

Let (M,

are due to Kowalski

and

Vanhecke

(see [6]).

g) be a simply connected, irreducible naturally

reductive space of dimension five which is not symmetric. Then there existsan
orthonormal basis{e{,‑‑‑,e5}
of p such thatthefollowing are satisfied:
[ei,e2]t,=‑peSi[el,es]t,=pe2,[e2,e5]9=‑pel,
(4.4)

[e3,e4＼ = ‑A￡5,[e3,e5＼ = Ae4,[e4,e5]p
[ex,e3＼ =[<?,,ejp

where

=[e2,e3]v

=[e2,e4＼

= ‑A*3,
=0

p and X are non‑zero constants.

Lemma
orthonormal

4.5.

Under

the same

assumption

as in the above lemma,

basis {ex,‑‑‑,e5}satisfying (4.4) such that the algebra

the following four cases:
(1)

f = (o412 + /jL434
)with a*j3*Q.

Moreover

ad([ex,e2＼) = uP
ad([e3,e4＼) = vP,(P = aAn+l3A34,u‑v*0)
and the others are zero.
(2)

‑,

f = (An, A34^Moreover
ad{＼̲ex,e1＼)
= yAn‑pXAM

there is an
f has one of

188
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ad{[e^,e4＼)
and

(3)

= ‑pUn

+ 5A34(y,8eR,yS*

p2A2)

the others are zero.

f = (A34 ‑ A12, B, C){in this case, p = X.)Moreover

ad{{ex,e2＼)

= ‑ad([e^eA＼)

= 21
(A2‑A34X
3
;2

ad{[ex ,e3 ]b) = ad([e2,

e4 ＼) =

ad([el ,e4＼) = ‑ad([e2 ,e^h) = ― C
and the others are zero.
(4)

f = (A12, A34, B, C)(in this case, p = X.)Moreover
ad([el,e2＼) = (4e‑X2)An+(2

X2)A34,

ad([e3,e4＼) = (2z‑X2)An+(4e‑X2)A34,
ad{[ex ,e^＼) = ad([e2 ,e4＼)=eB,
ad([el,e4＼) = ‑ad([e2,e3＼)

=

C(^O),

and the others are zero.

Here

B = Au + A24, C = Al4 + A32.

In particular, we have

ad([ei,e5]^)= 0 (/ = 1,2,3≫4)in all cases.

Considering the action of f , we can assume

that ex e V and put

v = ae2 + be3 + ce4 + de5(a2 +b2 +c2 +d2 = 1).
We

suppose

that a‑d&Q

(If a‑d=0,

then take

e

vtei(v)
or e

(x = be4 ‑ ce3) instead of v.)
From

(4.4), we have
[el,v]P= p(‑ae5+de2)
{e{,[e{,v]p]P= p2(ae2 + des)

Then

we get R0(el,e2)el = fie2, R0(el,e5)ei= jne5 for some
On the other hand, from lemma

4.5, we get

$
R0(ex,e5)ex =

R0(eve2)ex

Hence

[[ex,e2]b,e] = 0

≪

= ‑^‑e2+[[e,,e2]i>,e1]

＼i.

^(v)
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case (4) we
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4.5, the only possible cases are (2) and (4). In particular, in the
can see by a straightforward computation

that (M,

g) has constant

sectional curvature p11 A.
Finally we check the case (2).
By lemma

4.5, we have
R0(ex,ez)e{ = R0(el,e4)el =0.

This implies b = c = O.(i.e.e 3,e4e V.).
But by lemma

4.5, we have
^o(e31v)e3=^‑e5

(v = ae2 +de5,a‑d

* 0)

This contradicts (2.5).
Therefore there is no tangent vector satisfying condition (T ‑ G) in the case
(2). We

have thus proved the theorem.

Remark

4.7.

It is known

that SL(2,R)

with a special left invariant metric

admits a totallygeodesic hypersurface, (cf. Tsukada

[9]) but it is not naturally

reductive.
Also it is known

that SL(2,R)

admits a naturally reductive (left invariant)

metric, (see Tricerri and Vanhecke

[81, for details.)
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